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Molinar, Tess

From: Miriam Recinos <recinosgalu@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 11:41 AM
To: Moran, Katherine
Subject: MCUP #6835

CAUTION: This email was delivered from the Internet. Do not click links or open attachments unless you know the content is safe. 
------------------------  

Hello Ms. Katherine Moran,  
  
       May this message find you and your loved ones safe during these troubling times. My name is Miriam Recinos and I 
am writing to you in regards to MCUP # 6835. I have been a resident on Summit Avenue for the past 15 years. The 
streets hardly have parking and on the days where the trashcans need to be put out, they are removed by people who are 
searching for parking and so my trashcans are hardly emptied. We are overpopulated to the point where there is trash 
and waste on our streets. On Summit, there are a lot of people who live in units and apartments. Because of this, there is 
a lot of noise pollution and an increase of drug/gangs and violence. Almost every night, there are cops and helicopters 
hovering our homes searching for crime. The construction of the projects: 1196, 1198, 1200 will add to more trash in our 
community, noise pollution, overpopulation of homes and nearby schools. Our summit community consists of a large 
working class group with limited education. It is not fair as a resident of this street, to be taken advantage of and continued 
to be clumped in a small radius. Robberies will rise due to the amount of street parking (if there is still any) which will lead 
to the usage of more cops and more funding. Many of my neighbors did not receive this notice and therefore could not 
voice their disapproval of this project. I do not approve of this project and hope that you take my voice into consideration.  
  
Sincerely, 
Miriam Recinos  
 
 
 


